Since the advent of managed floating it has come to be accepted as a stylized fact that short-run deviations from purchasing power parity are both substantial and persistent. Two explanations of these deviations have been advanced in the literature. One emphasize? the role of charnges in nor?-traded gooals prices while the other views deviations from purchasing power parity as being due to sticky goods prices and slow adjustment of goods markets. This paper presents yet a third possible explanation of deviations from purchasing power parity -they may be necessary in order to facilitate the relative price changes that are required to maintain equilibrium in the face of u:nanticipated shocks. In addition, the issue of exchange rate overshooting is addressed. Whereas the sticky price models view exchange rate overshooting and exchange rate volatlhtx as symptoms of some fundamental disequilibrium, the perspective taken here is that these events are, in principle, compatible with a world in which all markets clear continuously.
Intrcductian
Empirical evidence accumulated in the pas;t several years of floating exchange rates indicates that deviations from purchasing power are both substantial and persistent.' This is noted by Mu,; sa (1979a) who argues that 'Whenever an exchange rate undergoes a substantial change over a short interval of time, this change is almost always associated with a significant divergence from relative purchasi,ng power parity.' Indeed, the economics profesGon now seems to be reaching consensus that while purchasing power parit is a viable description of the long-run relation between the exchange rate and national price levels, short-run deviations from purchasing power parity are a fact of life in a world of floating exchange rates.
It is not surprising that thk emerging consensus on the empirical side has been acicompanied by a similar consensus on the theoretical side. Acceptance *I would like to thank George Taut hen, Ed Tower and an anonymous referee for t!Cr helpful commeilts.
'Recent studies by Frenkel (P981a) , Isard (19771, and Kravis and Lipsey (1978) &I support this statement. The latter study, along with several others, appears in a recent issue oi the Journc~l (?I of the view akat flexible exchange rate models should be cal,:able of explaining the sources of short-run deviations from purchasing powtr parity while incorporating purchasing power parity as a long-run eq~,iliibrium tion is now widespread. Currently, there are two broad cLaslses of re consistent with this widespread view of the appropr IKU: role hasing power parity in explaining exchange rate movements. class of model: builds on the work of Balassa ( 1964) and emphasizes of nontraded goods prices as a~ source of deviations from purchasing er parity. Proponents of this perspective point out that during the ustmeat process following distur~~ances which result in a transitory ncy be.rween actual and target .wealth levels, the relative price of nonin terms of traded goods will deviate from its long-run value. u;t in short-run deviations from purchasing power parity as ust their asset holding!!; to the target level. Throughout the ustment prcwss both goods and asset markets clear. The ultimate s,ouice om purchasing power .parity is the slow adjustment of asset to their target level through t,he current account. Models consistent perspective are Calve and Rodriguez (1977) , Flood (1977) , Frenkel riguez {1980, sect. III), and Kimbrough (1980) . second class of models allowing for short-run deviations from purchasing power parity while incorporating purchasing power plaritl' as a ~~~g-r~n equiliirrium condition was pioneered by Dornbusch (1976) .2 Recent contributions !fy Frenkel and Rodrigyez (1980, section. II) , Mussa (1977 , Niehans (1973 and Wilson ( 1979 have elaborated, modilieti, and the Dombusch framework. 'The perspective emerging from these efs is that short-rnq deviations fom purchasing power parity may be ~t~~but~ to slow adjrtjtment of goods markets. That is, temporary urn' in the gc+odf market is seen as the fundamental source of ions from purchasirg power parity. These models all incorporate slow ustment of goods markets by imposing the assumption of price level '. When couplet3 with the fact that exchange rates are flexible, this ption is seen to bc at the heart of the deviations from purchasing er parity that CCVI k generated by th ese models. Presumably the tifiition for assum~~sg price level stickyness is that time series studies exchange rates, like other asset prices, show little, if #any, serial while nationa; price levels, on the other hand, seem to be highly servirg to gentrate short-run deviations from purchasing power the assumption of price level stickyness has the added attraction of not discuss the short-run deviations from purchasing power parity I. tsowever, others have argued that the inclusion of r;hort-run ng pou.:r parity is a key aspect of the Dornbusch framework. See, for sard (19 IQ, and Mussa (1979b) . being able to explain the fa.ct that exchange rate movements in recent years appear to havt been more volatile than justified by movements in their underlying determinants. Within the context of these sticky price models this has been rationalized by i:he exchange rate overshooting hypothesis.3 Dornbusch (1976) claims that exchangie rate overshooting occurs because goods markets do not clear as rapidly as asset mariiets. Exchange rate overshooting, like deviations from purchasing power parity, is thus viewed as a diriequilibrium phenomenon.
The implication is that the volatility of exchitnge rates in recent years is sympto'matic of the failure of goods markets to clr:ar.
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it provides yet a third perspective which is consistent with the observations that short-run deviations from purchasing power parity are significant and that exchange rates are more volatile than national price levels in the short run. It is shsown that even in a world without non-traded goods, and INhere both goods and asset markets clear i continuously, short-run deviation:; from p,urchasing power parity will occur if 'effective' information travels more rapidly In asset markets than in goods markets.4
Second, it also demonstrates that: e:cchange rate overshoolting does not require that goods markets clear more slowly than asset markets. Even with goods and asset markets clearing continuousiy exchange rate overshooting may occur, and hence the recent volatility of exchange rates is not necessarily indicative of goods market disequilibrium.
The rr:odel chosen to illustrate these points has features that are similar to both of'the broad classes of models that have already been discussed. Like those r:odels emphasizing the role of non-traded goods in explaining deviaticuns from purchasing power parity, the model presented in this paper ic consistc:lt with the view that such deviations are an equilibrium phenomenon. Like those models emphasizing sticky prices as the source of deviatic>ns from purchasing power parity, the model presented here is compatible with exchange rate overshooting and is essentially an extension of the Mllndell (1903)-4!leming (3962) framework which has been, and still is. popula:-in policy disdussions, Not only are expectations introduced into the Mund61--Fleming framework, 8s in the sticky price models cited etirlier. bur 3Bilso" (!978), Frenkel (1976) . Frenkmel and Mussa (1980), and S~USSZ (1976) have ra!ior:alized the uola*iie behavior of exchange rates by stressing the role of expectations of future ewnts in the exch mge rate determination process. Meese and Singleton (1980) have recently provded an empirice'ly implementable framework for jointly testing the rational expectations hypotht.sis and models !.,I exchange rate determination. Their analysis subjects this 'trgument to critisism 1~ the groull;15 ihat the revision $of expxtations as individuals receive new informatic;n cannot lead to excha:lgb rale variance in excess of the variance of the underlying determinant> of the r!.change rate.
4By '&&ve' informatlion it is meant information which influences individual behacior. lnfornla;jon is 'itreffective' if it is received by an individual after he has already committed himse]If r3 a certain course of action. The slource of the differential speed with which effective infornra!ion travels is, for purposes of illustration, assumed to be the existence of nominal wage contrac!s alorzg :he lines suggested by Fischer (1977) and Gray i 19761. SQ are flexible prices (which guarantee goods markets clear in both the short ru,n and the long n,~n) and a short-run aggregate supply function (or Phillips cwwi). One virtu4,i: of this approach, besides yielding results 'that are cabmg&ble with thlll: observed regularities of exchange rate behavior,' is that it accounts for flucrliurations in output and, by implication, employment. This would seem to be m important extension as it allows for a discussion of st,rbilizatim policy ia the open economy.6'
The remainder 01r the paper is divided intcl three sections. Section 2 ~~tl~~~ the basic model. Section 3 discusses the effects of an unanticipated, rmanent, incyrease in the domestic mqney supply on prices, output, and change rate. 11: is shown that the ex:hangc rate may either overshoot OF tin&shoot in rr:sponse to an unanticapated inc:rease in the domestic mgrney supply. Whkh of these results will occur is shown to depend on the r&Me magnitude, of the income elasticity of srcnding on domestic output, t&z insxme elastici tlr of dema.nd for money, :Ib~II the responsiveness of the trade acctiunt to clmnges in relative prices. It is also shown that in the short exchange rade will be more responsive to unanticipated monetary rices than 'ihe domestic price 1eveL Thert;fore, unanticipated changes money supp!y will be associated with deviations from purchasing wer parity. &f&ion on the structure of the mode'l suggests tkat this is a uence of the fact that while today's expectations of future exchange aggrepte behavior via interest rate parity, i:t is expectations terday &out today's domestic price level; that are relevant for ning the current output of domestic goods (through thl: Phillips poinb t3ut the fact t'llat when compared to the sticky price Is cited earlies. previously formed price level expectations have replaced prices as the source olF differences between: the !;hort-run and long-run se of the #economy, and in particular the exchange rate, to ~~ant~~t~ distu+bances. The fourth, and fin;al, section of the paper oilers con&ding remairks.
Consider a small open economy facing a given world interest rate, r:, on gn currency denominated assets purchased at time t and held until time With p&Et capital mobility the domestic interest rate for the s'ame iod, r,, must satisfy the interest rate parity condition 79aj klr a detailed discussion of these regularities. on c&ir: r&e of statrilizatioln polrcy can be found in Fisc)ler (1980). ttd in this seckn was devebped independently oi similar models employed and Wallich and Gray (1980) . where x, is the expected rate of depreciation of the domestic currency. Under the assumption th?t expectations are formed rationally
x, = E,e, + I -et, where e, is the natural logarithm of the spot' exchange rate at time t and 4% + 1 is the expectation of the exchange rate at time r+ 1 conditioned on information available at time t. The information set at time 1 is assumed to include knowledge of all current and past variables as well as knowledge of the structure of the economy. Combining these two conditions the interest rate parity condition becomes r r = r,* + (E,e, + , -e,).
This is also the balance of payments equilibrium condition since any deviation from interest rate parity would trigger massive (infinite) capital flows.
Money market equilibrium requires that the supply of domestic money equal the demand, where the demand for money depends on income, the interest rate, and the price of domestic out.puL8 Assuming a Cagan type money demand function, the money market equilibrium condition is where m,, pt, and y, are the natural logs of the domestic money supply. the price of domestic output, and income. The domestic money supply is generated by a stochastic process determined by the domestic monetary authorities. It will be useful for later purposes to rewrite (2) as which1 is the domestic interest rate that is consistent with rn0nr.y market equilibrium.
Residents of the home country are assumed to consume two goods. one of which is produced domestically and one of which is imported. The home country produces only one good, some of which is exported to help pay for the country's imports. The home country is taken to be small in the world market for the good it imports, but is ass&med to be a major supplier of the good it produces dom,estically. Hence thl2 price; of domestic output is an endogenous variable.
*Thle price of domestic output is used as tht defk tor for domestic n!oney for simplicity. TV fundamentals of the analysis would be unalter:xi if a weighted average of the prices of domestlc and fixeign output were usea to deflate cash balanct-s. In the remainder or the paper the krms domestic price level and price of domestic okdput will be used interchangeiibly.
She demand for domestic output on the part of domestic residents s on income, the domestic interest rate, and the relative price of the ic good, pf -et-p:, where ~1: is the natural logarithm of the foreign cafe price of foreign goods at time t. The price p: is taken as given since tbc borne country is smaS1 in tlhe market for the good it imports. Formally, the demand for domestic output by domestic residents (in levels) is9 (3) re 41 reflects random elements influencing the demand for domestic output by domestic residents, The third term in (3) reflects the substitution of tic residents toward domestic goods as their relative price falls. The and for domestic output by falreign residents (in levels) is given by lo (3') uzr calptwes the imlpalct. of random events on the foreign demand for goods. The first term in (3') is again a substitution effect. The total for doaltestic output (in levels) is the sum of (3) and (3') and is thus It is assumed .for simplicity, that h(v) is log linear, and therefore the natural rithm of rhe demand for domes,tic output can be written as 
, captures the effetcts of random events on the demand for domestic t (i.e.. ut reflects bloih tdlr and uyt). The parameter 6 captures the tion of both domestic and foreign residents towards domestic goods r relative price falls. It is thus a measure of the responsiveness of the unt 'to relative price ,zhanges. suppIy of domestic output, fl, is assumed to respond positively to &pat& changes ia ihe price of domestic output. The aggregate supply axiom or PMhps curve, is given by" b& m%ed that this specification of the demand function neglects wealth effects. income and i~nteresi. rater. also inthrence the demand for domestic output by foreign y have been suppressed by virtue of the small country as:;kmption. They may g rekctrzd by the germ uzr. gregate suqp+l function (S), it is apparent that deviations of output from its arid deviations from p~urehasing power parity will not be serially correlated. skier data indiealte that dleviations of output from its natural !evel and deviations, palwef parity 8:re both highly serially correlated. This can be accounted for by i refketing lagged values of output into the aggregate supply function so thau tral foreczar% errors wih have long lasting elkts. This can be justified. on the ts aa& explained Iby Sargent (1979, chs.. 13 and 16). This paper abstrac" s pkation in order to Ifoeus on the impact effects elf unanticipatal disturbances. where Y; is the 'natural' level of domestic output, E,_ ,P, is the expectation of the domestic price level conditioned on information available at time t-I, and E, reflects random factors that influenb::e the output supply function.
It is important to note that there is ar asymmetry in the information set that matters for expenditure and portfoilro decisions on the one hand, and output (labor) supply decisions on tt :: other. The interest rate parity condition, (l), assumes that the expected ,'uture spot rate based on ip?fornlariort avaihble at time t, E,e, + ,, is relev;lnt when individuals make their expenditure and portfolio decisons. HOW :ver, the aggregate supply function, (S), assumes that output depends on cu!.rent period prices relative to their expected value conditioned on informat !on available at time t -1, E, _ Ip,. IndiviIduals, therefore, are assumed to l..,ave full current information when making all asset market decisions, but not when making output (labor) supply decisions which are a crucial asp;:ct of goods market behavior. That is, the mode1 is asymmetric in that inforr.,ation, in effect, travels more rapidly in asset markets than in goods market,;. Having noted tha,t the model is characterized by this asymmetry, it rem bins to justify it as being plausible. This can be done by considering the .ggregate supply function as being derived along the lines sketched by Fisch .'r ( 1977) and Gray ( 1976) .
Suppose that at the start of each per I;)d workers and firms negotiate and sign contracts in which workers agree tc supply a certain amount of labor at each nominal wage rate. That is, at the beginning of each period r workers agree to a labor supply schedule. Since 130th parties are concerned with the red wa;e, the labor supply schedule fi ..::ing firms will depend on the price level expecteld to prevail in period t. Col,l*:racts are agreed to at the beginning of the periold and hence the informatIon set available for forming these expectations includes events through :~:riod t-1 only. As events unfold during periold t firms know the current service of domestic goods and therefore can choose the point on the agreed to I;lbor supply schedule that maximizes pro&s. This will generate an aggregate supply schedule of the type described by (5).12 It is also during period t that Ivorkers make their expenditure and portfolio decisions. Hence the expected illture spot rate that -is important for decision malking purposes is based on information available at time t. All markets clear continuousl>, but 'effective information travels more quickly in "From this Sdiscussion it follows that the ma,g:.itude of the elasticity of output supply with respect to unanticipated price changes, 8, will dep. nd on the elasticities of the labor supply and demand functions. It should also be noted that if :ontracts were assumed to be staggered, as in Taylor ([1980) , price level expectations formed pr l,)r to period r -I would enter the aggregate supply function. This modification would hellp explain the observed serial correlation of deviations of output from its natural level and 01 deviations from purchasing power parity. 0f course rl more complete model would make hot: I contract length and the degree of indexing endogenous akng the lines of Gray (1978) and Sltl ,chard (1980). t markets ,than im goods markets due to the existence if labor contractifig.' ' matrket equi&ium requires that the demand for domestic output qua1 the supply. This common equilibrium value is dsnoted yt. Hence goods mwket equilibrium requires sing (1) and (2') in (4) tlo i:liminate the spot exchange rate e, and the tic i.ntersst rate r;, and imposing the equilibrium condition y:= yf uc&J form aggqate demand function. This 'expression incorporates rate parity via 1{1) and imoney market equilibrium via (2'). It can be shown that
C=(li"i-)(a-tS).
Equating aggregate supplv (5) and aggregate demand (7) yields maBarro (1977) argue3 that if labor contracting is optimal output and employment will not contemporaneously observed, monellary shocks. However, Waldo d an ex$icit optimization framework to show that Barre's certain a:nditions -for example, risk neutrality on the part of and workers. Under other reasonable conditions the existence of optimal :n' with an aggregate supply fuunctiont like (5). For example, Waildo :wrs are rask neutral, workers are risk averse, and the labor supply I aggregate supply function like: (5) amill be the outcome of optimal set of miuoeconomic assumptions which is compatible with the ia this paper. It is amsistmt with the aggregate supply function (5) 
as the equilibrium level of domestic output. Using (8) and (9) in (2') yields an expression for the equilibrium domestic interest rate: Finally, using (10) (11) show the equilibrium values of the current period eadogenous variables pr, yt, rt, and e, as functions of E,_ IpI, E,e,+ 1, and other variables. The price level expected to prevail at time t conditional on information available at time t -1, E, _ Ipt, is predetermined at time t, but the expected future spot rate conditional on information available at time t, Get + 1P is not. Hence in order to close the model an expression for the expected future spot rate must be obtained.
Taking expectations of (8) conditional on information available at ti,me t-1 yields 'L E,-~p,=gE,_,iCm,-Ay,+6(rf+p:)+u,-Az,~+~E,-,.e,+, (121 since Et-l(E,e,+l,)=E,-le,+l by the law of iterated projections. Using (1') i!n (11) it can be seen that
where expression (13) shows, l xpec tations formed prior to time t are relevant for d~i~~~g the equiEibri&n exchange rate at time t. The rea.son for this is that expectations of the price level at time t conditioned on information ~~~~~ at time t-1 ar& r&want for determining current output, and the 2atter is sianc of the underl;--ing, determinants of the equilibrium exchange rate.
From (13) 
The effects of unanticipated money
In this section the eflects of an unanticipated increase in the domestic money supply at time t on prices, output, the domestic interest rate, and the exchange rate are studied. It is assumed that domestic residents, as of time 1, expect this increase in the money supply to be permanent, and that the realized values of all other exogenous variables equal their expected values as of time t -1. The key questions to be answered are whether or not an unanticipated increase in the money supply will bc accompanied by (i) deviations from purchasing power parity, and (ii) exchange: rate overshooting. Regarding the latter, it has been pointed out by Flood (1979) that exchange rate overshooting can be defined only relevant to some benchmark change in the exchange rate. In this paper overshooting is said to occur if the response af the exchange rate to an unan'ticipated d.isturbance is greater than its response to a similar anticipated disturbance. In response to monetary disturbances, it can be shown that the elasticity of the exchange rate to an anticipated, permanent monetary disturbance is unity.'4 This is the benchmark against which overshooting is defined in tHrs section.
Exchange rate movements
From the assumptions mentioned in the preceding: paragraph, it can hc shown using (13) that the unexpected change in the exchange rate due to an unanticipated, permanent monetary expansion is where the operator A" is defined so that A%, = z1 -E,_ It,. Expression (17) shows that the unanticipated change in the exchange rate results from two sources. First, there is the change in expectations concernin:r future events which is summarized by the change in the expected spot rate at time t + 1 between periods t --1 and t. Second, the unexpected change in th.e dome:stic money supply directly affects the level of economic activity at time i, through the Phillips curve, and hence directly influences the equilibrium exchange rate at time t. This is shown by the second term in (17). Both of these effects are similar in nature in that they reflect the change in the inforn;ation set between periods t -1 and t. That is, the unexpected change in theiexchanpe thig in ( 17) yields w-fore the exchange rate over-, or undershoots as"
This condition can be c overshoots nor interpreted as follows: Suppose that the exchange rate undershoots following an unanticipated, permanent rotary expansion. That is, suppose that d"e,/d"m,= 1, or equivalently that Aye, = A'm,. her with the just noted fact that E,e,+ 1 -E,_ ,e,+ 1 =: A"mt, implies expected rate of depreciation of the domestic currency, x,, remains d when the exchange rate neither over-or undershootsL7 In n with the intemt rate parity conditions, (l), this implies that A?, sng (4), and the fact t Sat d = yt in equilibrium, this means that when *~~~~*~ = 1 there will be an excess supply of domestic goods equal ton a However, from (2) it can 5e seen that money market equilibrium requires that
in this instance. Using t,his to eliminate d",~~Jd"rn~ from the preceding expression yields as the excess supply of domestic goods that will result from an unanticipated, permanent monetary expansion if the exchange rate neither overshoots or undershoots. Therefore, if (l-y) -&3 >O there will be an excess supply of domestic goods when d"e,/d"m, = 1.'" This excess su.pply of domestic goods will put pressure on the exchange rate to depreciate thus reducing the relative price of domestic goods and eliminating the excess supply. Hence if (1 -y)-@ > 0 the exchange rate must overshoot to maintain goods market equilibrium. On the other hand, if (1 -y)-CgS ~0 there will be an excess demand for domestic goods when d"eJd"m,= 1, and thus the exchange rate must undershoot to maintain goods market equilibrium. It should be noted from (19) that the parameters 8, 2, and cr play no role in determining whether or not the exchange rate over-or undershoots, but they do influence the magnitude by which the exchange rate over-or undershoots. The more :-esponsive ou.tput is to unanticipated changes in the price 'of domestic output, i.e., the larger 0, the greater the extent of over-or undershooting. This follows from the fact that the larger 8 the larger will be the excess supply or demand for domestic output if d"elj'd%+= 1, and hence the greater must be the over-or undershooting of the exchange rate in order to maintain equilibrium. On the other hand, the larger 2. or 0 the more changes in the domestic interest rate associated with changes in the exchange rate will work to ma,intain equilibuium in the goods and money markets, and hence the less the exchange rate must over-or undershoot.
*It can also be seen from (19) that exchange rate overshooting is more likeiy the smaller the income elasticity of spending on domestic output, y, the smaller the income elasticity of demand for money, $, and the less sensitive the trade account is to changes in the relative price of domestic outpu" as shown by 6. It should also be noted that by using the definitions of ihe reduced form coefficients A and B, (I9) can be rewritten as This implies that the dolmestic currency will depreciate: relative to its ~ ,& __ ,e,, in response to an unantici tated domestic monetary ey instgkr to be gained from all of this is' that exchange rate ooting, or undershooting for that matter, can occur in order to stain goods market equi!librium. This is in direct contrast to the sticky price earlier where exchange rate overshooting was viewed, as a result of goods ma&e.ts to clear. The upshot is that to the extent that rate overshootitrg has contributed to the recent volatility of rates, it does trot necessarily indicate the presence of some ng "disequilibrium'.. Instead, exchauge rate oversbooting m,ay be in order to maintain equilibrium 3.2. Prices9 output, and the rintfwest rate To obtain the unexpected change in t.he price of domestic output, subtract I$., r~, from both ddes of (81, and use (12) in the resulting expression to D
A"p,=(l/8A+B))(C"Amnr,+6(E,e,+,-E,_,e,+,)).
fact that Eg, + 1 --E, _ rer + I = d*ltly this yields 
F~OUJI the output supply function it follows that (21) the response of domestic output to an unanticipated monetary urbance. An unanticipated (expansion of the domestic money supply raises of domestic ~ufput above its expected value and lealds to an ted expation of domestic output. it can be shown that A"rJAYmt=: 1 -dUq/dUmt, and using (19) it (22) unanticipated monetary expansion cNauses the domestic interest low or above its expected value as the exchange raLte over-or At this point it is possible to present an alternative explanation of the criterion for exchange rate over-or undershooting."
From (2') it can be seen that the unanticipated change in the domestic interest rate due to an unanticipated monetary disturbance is A"r,/A"m, =(( -I/1)( 1 -&A"y,/A"mJ -A"p,/A"m,).
(23)
The expression in parentheses is the excess supply of money at the expected domestic interest rate, Et_ lrl. that arises from an unanticipated monetary disturbance. Hence if there is an excess supply of money at the expected domestic interest, an unanticipated increase in the money supply will cause the domestic interest rate to fall belolw its expected value in order to clear the money market. Similarly, if there is an excess demand for money at the expected domestic interest rate, an unanticip.ated increase in the money supply will cause the domestic interest rate to rise above its expected \,alue. Substituting (20) and (21) into (23), expression (22) can be obtained. According to this interpretation, the expression (1 -7) -$S indicates whether an unanticipated monetary expansion will lead to an excess supply (if positive) or an excess delmand (if negative) for money at the expected domestic interest rate. From (1) it can be shown that
It was shown earlier that the first term in the preceeding expression will equal unity. Hence it follows that AUe, /AUm, , iA"m, . Therefor'e, in order to maintain interest rate parity the exchange rate will over-or undershoot in response to an unanticipated monetary expansion as there is an excess supply of or demand for money at the expected domestic interest rate. This and the earlier explanation of the exchange rate over-or undershooting criterion help to illustrate a general point about exchange rate determination. That is, the equilibrium exchange rate is determined as part of the general equilibrium off the system. It is a matter of emphasis, not of substance, whether one chooSses to stress :he connection between goods market 'equilibrium and the exchange rate [as the explanation immediately following (19) does] or th,e connection between money market equilibrium and the exchang,e rate (as t.he explanation just presented does).
Deviaaions from pnrching power purity
Besides the issue of ove:rshooting, the other major question posed at the "This explanation is similar lto that accompanying the model outlined in tht: apprnd~x to Dornbusch I[, 8976). start of this se&on w8.s whet'her or not unanticipated monetary disturbances will be .;eccompanied by deviations from purchasing power parity.. For such ~~~vi~tions to occur unanticipated monetary disturbances must alter relative p&es. That is, an unanticipated monetary disturbance must result in a p&e of domestic goods in period t, p,-f?r-~f, that differs from its sralue as of period it-1, E,_. &--e, -p,*). The question of whether CIT not deviations from purchasing power parity will occur, can thus be a by c'onsidering whalt would happen if an unanticipated increase in rk money supply occurred and the relative price of domestic goods remainI& at its previously expected value, E, _ I(p, -e, -#).
~~~~~~~: that the money supply was to increase unexpectedly by Pm, in I, nnd that this was accompanied by an unanticipatefd increase in the erf domez& output equal TV that given by (20) . Given that the price of output has been assumed to elqual its expected value (i.e., pf = Et_ I~? :ea assunned), the relative price of domestic goods will equal its ted value as of period f-1. only if the unanticipated exchange rate eqIuals; the unanticip,ated increase in the price of domestic output.
for f+--q-p:
= E, _ I& -.-c, -ipf) to occur following an unanticipated kz:~~ in1 the domestic money suppi!~, it must be true that
. when this occurs, and when the unanticipated increase in the price stic goods is given by (20), individuals will anticipate a depreciation exchange rate between periods t and t-i-1 since Af'eti AUml < I, it i:s known that eventual.!? the exchange rate will depreciate by the same &on as the increase in the domestic money supply. This implies that in e to an unanticipated increase in the domestic money supply, L= of interest rate parity requires that. the domestic interest rate expected value when the relative price of domestic goods remains plecrted value. This unanticipated rise in the domestic interest rate, with the unanticipated increase in. domestic output (due to the ipted rise in the prior of domestic output) implies an excess supply of 1-2 output will exist if the relative price of domestic goods remains at value. Therefore, in order to maintain equilibrium, an tici~p;&!d increase in the domestic money supply must be accompanied unanticipated fall in the relati,ve price of domestic goods. That is, 1535 from purchasing power parity must occur. It is importSant to note deviations are nazessapf iin order to maintain equilibrium in the monetary disturbances -they are not a result of disequilibrium as in the sticky price models cited in the introduction. Deviations from purchasing power parity would not occur if price level expectations based on information available at time t, rather than t -. 1. where relevant for output (labor) suppEy decisions. Therefore, in this model. deviations from purchasing power parity can be attributed to the fact that information travels more rapidly in asset markets than in goods markets.
Formally, it can be shown that deviations from purchasing power parity will be associated with unanticipated monetary disturbances by subtracting (20) from (19) to obtain22 '%--"P,=~Cu --?a1 +4+&d >. As (24) shows, deviations from purchasing power parity will occur in response to unanticipated monetary disturbances and, in a quantitative sense, are a consequence of the fact that in the short run exchange nates are more responsive to unanticipated disturbances than are goods prices. This is in accord with the empirical evidence which shows that exchange rates are more volatile than national price levels.
Conclusion
Since the advent ob the current regime of managed floating, it has calme to be accepted as a stylized fact that while purchasing power parity, is a reasonable characterization of the long-run behavior of exchange rates, shortrun deviations from purchasing power parity are both substantial and persistent. Recent work in international economics has presented TWO vantage points from which to view these deviations. One builds on tile work of Baiassa (1964) and emphasizes the role of changes in non-tradecl goods prices as a source of deviations from purchasing power parity. The other originated with the work of Dornbusch (1976) and views deviations from purchasing power parity as a disequilibrium phenomenon associated with sticky prices and slow adjustment of goods markets. This paper has presented yet a third perspective from which to view shortrun deviations frorn purchasing power parity. A simple open economy macroeconomic model along the lines of the Mundell-Fleming model1 was presented; the main innovations being the introduction of fler<ible prices and 22Note that even though Dornbusch (1976) obtains the same criterion as that derived here for over-or undershooting of the exchange rate. in his model the exchange rate must respond more than the price level in the short run due IO the assumption of sticky prices. Exp-ession (24) is positive ibecause of the alssumption mentioned in footnote 14 that 7 is not 'too' large. This expression corresponds ts using the price ratio that would prevail without the monetary shock as the beinchmark against which deviations from purchasing power are measured. Thi.; ~Ioll~ws from the fact that I have assumed no other unexpected shocks occur. with deviations from purchasing power parity. The source tions from purchasing power parity was shown to lie in the fact IIVIC' information travels more rapidly in asset markets than in g& markets. In contrast to the sticky price models wihich view deviations from purchasing power parity as a disequilibrium phenomenon, the model pres;ent~~$ in this paper takes the view that deviations from purchasing power parity G~R reflect relative price changes which are required to maintain equiJibgiurn in the face of unanticipated disturbances.
In addition to introducing a third perspective from which to view ~~~i~ti~~~ from purchasing power parity, this paper also has implications for the over-shooting hypothesis whitih has been widely discussed as a source of exchange rate volatihty. It was shown that either over-or undershooting UF in response to an unanticipated, permanent increase in the r:ic money supply, and that exchange rate overshooting is more likely ller the income elasticities of spending on domestic output and the for mangy, and the Eess responsive the trade account to relative price Again, the results presented here are in stark contrast to those of y price models. Whereas the sticky price models tend to view exchange rate overshooting and exchange rate volatility as symptoms of fundamental disequilibrium, the perspective taken in this paper is that czents are compatible with a world in which all markets clear the model presented hebe and the sticky price models of the Dornbusch (1976) 
